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ABSTRACT

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is expected
to be a key technology in next-generation multi-user cellular
systems for achieving higher throughput and better link reliability than existing (small-scale) MIMO systems. In this
work, we develop a novel, low-complexity iterative detection
and decoding algorithm for single carrier frequency division
multiple access (SC-FDMA)-based massive MIMO systems,
such as future 3GPP LTE-based systems. The proposed algorithm combines a novel frequency-domain minimum meansquare error (FD-MMSE) equalization method with parallel
interference cancellation (PIC), requires low computational
complexity, and achieves near-optimal error-rate performance
in 3GPP-LTE-based massive MIMO systems having only 2×
more base-station antennas than users.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is a key technology
in most modern wireless communication standards, such as
3GPP LTE and LTE-Advanced [1]. However, due to the constantly increasing demands for higher data rates, these systems
are already approaching their throughput limits. Hence, new
wireless transmission technologies are required to provide
higher data rates in cellular multi-user systems, without further increasing the communication bandwidth. Massive (or
large-scale) MIMO is believed to be the key technology to
meet the ever-growing demands for higher spectral efﬁciency
in the near future [2–4]. The idea of massive MIMO is to equip
the base station (BS) with a large number of antennas (e.g.,
tens to hundred), while serving a not-so-large number of users
concurrently and in the same frequency band.
Current cellular systems, such as LTE and LTE-Advanced,
mostly rely on single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) to reduce the linearity requirements of corresponding radio-frequency (RF) circuitry [5]. To achieve
near-optimal performance in SC-FDMA-based systems, the
best-known receivers rely on iterative detection and decoding
(IDD) [6–8], which exchanges reliability information on the
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CNS-1265332, ECCS-1232274, EECS-0925942, and CNS-0923479.

coded bits between the (sub-optimal) data detector and the
channel decoder (e.g., a turbo decoder) [9–11]. Unfortunately,
corresponding optimal or near-optimal algorithms for the SCFDMA uplink (users transmit to the BS station) exhibit high
computational complexity, even for small-scale MIMO systems.1 The algorithm in [6] performs frequency-domain (FD)
equalization followed by sphere decoding, which is known
to be signiﬁcantly more complex than linear methods [12],
but achieves superior error-rate performance. The algorithms
in [7, 8] avoid the use of sphere decoding, but require high
complexity for systems having a large number of BS antennas
due to the used FD equalization methods. Hence, for massive MIMO systems where the number of BS antennas is in
the order of tens or hundreds, existing SC-FDMA detection
algorithms [6–8] result in excessive complexity.
In this paper, we propose a novel soft-input soft-output
detection algorithm for SC-FDMA-based massive MIMO systems using IDD (see Section 2 for the system model). The
proposed detection algorithm detailed in Section 3 builds upon
the small-scale MIMO detector (designed for OFDM systems)
in [11] and combines a novel, low-complexity FD minimum
mean-square error (FD-MMSE) equalizer (see Section 4) with
parallel interference cancellation (PIC). The resulting FDMMSE-PIC algorithm requires low complexity, even for massive MIMO systems with a large number of BS antennas. Our
simulation results (shown in Section 5) demonstrate that our
algorithm achieves near-optimal detection performance for realistic 3GPP LTE-based massive MIMO systems if the number
of BS antennas exceeds the number of users by roughly 2×.
2. 3GPP LTE UPLINK SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the multi-user MIMO LTE uplink where U ≤ B
single-antenna users transmit their data to B antennas at the
base-station (BS). The U users ﬁrst encode their own bit
stream b(i) using an LTE turbo encoder and then, map the
coded bit stream to constellation points in the ﬁnite alphabet
O with cardinality M = |O|, with average transmit power Es
1 We

are aware of other detection algorithms for massive MIMO that do
not consider SC-FDMA. However, their adaptation to SC-FDMA is not
straightforward and hence, these algorithms are not in the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1. Principle of iterative detection and decoding (IDD) in

SC-FDMA-based MIMO wireless systems.
per symbol, and Q = log2 (M ) bits per symbol. The L timedomain constellation points for the ith user are subsumed in
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a binary-valued vector
=
Since the LTE
uplink employs SC-FDMA [1], an L-point discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) matrix FL is used to modulate the timedomain symbols onto orthogonal frequency bands. The output
of the DFT, the frequency-domain symbols or the SC-FDMA
 (i)
(i) T
symbols, is s(i) = s1 · · · sL
= FL x(i) . For each user,
the frequency-domain symbols are mapped onto data-carrying
subcarriers and transformed back to the time domain using an
inverse DFT. After prepending the cyclic preﬁx, all U users
transmit their signals simultaneously over the wireless channel.
For data detection, the time-domain signals received at
each BS antenna are ﬁrst transformed back into the frequency
domain using a DFT, followed by extraction of the datacarrying symbols. Assuming a sufﬁciently long cyclic-preﬁx,
the received frequency symbols on the wth subcarrier in the
frequency domain are modeled as yw = Hw sw + nw with
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Here, yw is the frequency symbol received on the wth subcar(i,j)
rier for antenna i, hw is the frequency gain/attenuation on
th
the w subcarrier between the ith receive antenna and j th user.
(j)
The scalar sw denotes the symbol transmitted by the j th user
(i)
on the wth subcarrier; the scalar nw represents complex i.i.d.
circularly symmetric Gaussian noise with variance N0 .
3. SOFT-INPUT SOFT-OUTPUT FD-MMSE-PIC
We now detail our soft-input soft-output detection algorithm
for iterative SC-FDMA systems. Fig. 1 illustrates the main
principle of iterative detection and decoding (IDD) in SCFDMA. The soft-input soft-output MIMO detector generates
log-likelihood ratio (LLR) values (indicated with Lout in Fig. 1)
for each transmitted bit using the received symbols and apriori LLRs from the channel decoder (indicated with Lin in
Fig. 1). Then, the channel decoder generates new a-priori
LLRs using the LLRs from the MIMO detector. The detector
and decoder exchange LLR values either until a maximum
number iterations I is reached.

To reduce the complexity of IDD, we build our soft-input
soft-output MIMO detector on the algorithm in [11] and adapt
it to SC-FDMA. Our algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(i) a soft-symbol modulator constructs FD soft-symbol estimates of the transmitted symbols using a-priori LLRs; (ii) FD
parallel interference cancellation (PIC) removes interference
in the received signal using the soft-symbol estimates on a peruser basis; (iii) an MMSE detector computes the LLR values.
The following paragraphs detail these three steps.
3.1. Soft symbol modulator
The soft-symbol modulator generates soft-symbol estimates of
the transmitted symbols given a-priori LLRs of the transmitted
bits from the channel decoder. The procedure follows that
in [11], except that an additional DFT is required to obtain the
soft-symbol estimates in the frequency-domain.
First, the a-priori LLRs are converted into probability val(i)
(i)
(i)
ues using Pr(bj,k = 1) = 12 + 12 tanh( 12 Lj,k ) , where Lj,k is
(i)

the a-priori LLR corresponding to the transmit bit bj,k . Sec(i)

(i)

ond, the vector x̃(i) = [x̃1 · · · x̃L ]T consists of the time
domain soft symbols for the ith user, where the soft sym
(i)
(i)
(i)
= a)a.
bol x̃j can be computed as x̃j =
a∈O Pr(xj
(i)

The symbol probability Pr(xj = a) can be computed as

(i)
(i)
Pr(xj = a) = k Pr(bj,k = zk ), where zk ∈ [0, 1] is the
k th bit associated with the constellation symbol a. Finally,
as the DFT is linear, the FD soft-symbol estimates can be
(i)
(i)
computed as s̃(i) = [s̃1 · · · s̃L ]T = FL x̃(i) .
3.2. Parallel interference cancellation (PIC)
PIC removes interference in the received signal on a per-user
(j)
basis. The procedure follows that in [11]. Let s̃w be the soft
th
estimate of the symbol transmitted by the j user on the wth
subcarrier. The result, ŷw | i , the frequency symbols received
on the wth subcarrier post-cancellation for the ith user, is
ŷw | i = yw −


j=i

(j)

hj,w s̃w = Hw zw | i + n,

where hj,w is the j th column of Hw and elements of zw | i =
 (1)
(U ) T
zw | i · · · zw | i are deﬁned as follows:

(j)
zw | i

=

(i)

sw ,
(j)
(j)
sw − s̃w ,

if j = i
if j = i.

3.3. MMSE detector
The MMSE detector computes the LLR values in the two substeps detailed next. As a consequence of SC-FDMA, both
sub-steps deviate substantially from the LLR computation
approach used in the MIMO-OFDM detector [11].
MMSE channel equalization: The equalized receive symbols on the wth subcarrier of the ith user (in the frequency

domain) are given by
H
H −1
ŝ(i)
w = ww | i ŷw | i = Es (hi,w ) Aw | i ŷw | i ,

(1)

where Aw | i = Hw Λw | i HH
w + N0 IB×B . This matrix inversion will be the key bottleneck in our algorithm; a corresponding efﬁcient method is proposed in Section 3.3. The matrix

H 

is diagonal with entries
Λ w | i = E zw | i zw | i

if j = i,
Es ,
(j,j)
 (j) 
(2)
λw | i =
Var sw , if j = i,
L
(j)
(j)
(j)
= L−1 k=1 E[(xk )2 ] − (x̃k )2 and
where Var sw

(j)
(j)
E[(xk )2 ] = a∈O Pr(xk = a)|a|2 , as shown in App. A.1.
(i)

(i)

Let ŝ(i) = [ŝ1 · · · ŝL ] be the frequency domain estimates
 (i)
(i) T
(i)
for the ith user, the vector x̂(i) = FH
= x̂1 · · · x̂L
is
L ŝ
th
H
the time-domain estimates for the i user, where FL is an
L × L inverse DFT matrix.
LLR computation: To compute LLRs from the timedomain symbol estimates, we model the tth time-domain symbol estimate of the ith user as a Gaussian random variable
(i)
(i)
(i)
x̂t = μi xt + et , where μi is the effective channel gain
(i)
and et is the post-equalization noise-plus-interference (NPI).
(i)
Let νi2 be the variance of et and k be the bit index of the
output LLR associated with the tth symbol transmitted by the
ith user. The LLRs can then be approximated as2
(i)

L̃t,k =

1
(i)
min x̂ − μi a
νi2 a∈Ob0 t

2

(i)

− min1 x̂t − μi a

2

a ∈Ob

,

where Ok0 and Ok1 are the sets of transmit constellation symbols for which the k th bit equals to 0 and 1, respectively. As
L
H
hi,w and
derived in App. A.2, we get μi = L−1 w=1 ww|i
2

νi2 = Es μi −Es |μi | .

4. LOW-COMPLEXITY MATRIX INVERSION
The computational complexity of the proposed soft-input softoutput detector is dominated by the U matrix inverses A−1
w | i,
i = 1, . . . , U , in (1) that need to be computed for each subcarrier and in each iteration. We ﬁrst review existing inversion
methods and then, propose a new, improved scheme that is
particularly suitable for massive MIMO systems.
4.1. Existing inversion methods
The method in [13] reduces the computational complexity
of the inverses A−1
w | i in (1) with rank-1 updates. First, this
 w = Hw Λw HH + N0 IB×B and its inmethod computes A
w
−1

verse A , where Λw is diagonal with the ith diagonal entry
w

2 We

omit the a-priori LLRs when computing the extrinsic LLRs; this reduces
complexity without noticeably increasing the error rate [11].

 (i) 
being λi = Var sw . Second, [13] performs the following
rank-1 updates to obtain the desired inverses:
 −1
A−1
w | i = Aw −

H
−1
(1 − λi )Ã−1
w hi,w hi,w Ãw
−1
1 + (1 − λi )hH
i,w Ãw hi,w

,

where hi,w is the ith column of Hw . The complexity of this
method for each iteration is dominated by the initial matrix
multiplication Hw Λw HH
w and the subsequent B × B matrix
−1

inversion Aw , requiring roughly IU B 2 + IB 3 operations per
subcarrier (we ignore all constants). We note that the methods
in [7, 8] compute similar B × B inverses, which is the reason
for their prohibitive complexity in massive MIMO systems
with a large number of BS antennas B.
The inversion algorithm proposed in [14] reduces the computational complexity by expressing (1) as
−1 MF
H
ŝ(i)
w = ww | i ŷw | i = Es ei Bw | i ŷw | i ,

(3)

MF
H
where Bw | i = Gw Λw | i + N0 IU ×U , ŷw
| i = Hw ŷw | i ,
Gw = HH
w Hw , and ei is a unit vector with a single 1 at
the ith position and 0 elsewhere. The inversion B−1
w | i can be
computed at low complexity with a preprocessing step followed by iterative updates. In the preprocessing step, the
algorithm computes the Gram matrix Gw = HH
w Hw , which
requires BU 2 operations per subcarrier. Each iterative update
then computes the equalized symbols of an iteration using (3)
on a per-subcarrier basis for each user. The complexity of each
iteration for each user is dominated by B−1
w , which requires
an U × U matrix inverse. Consequently, the complexity scales
roughly with BU 2 + IU 4 operations per subcarrier.
We ﬁnally note that the method proposed in [11] requires
only IU 3 operations per OFDM tone; unfortunately, this inversion approach cannot be applied to SC-FDMA systems.

4.2. Low-complexity inversion for massive MIMO
We now detail our inversion method, which is applicable to
SC-FDMA and whose complexity scales with BU 2 + IU 3 per
subcarrier; this complexity is (often signiﬁcantly) lower than
that of [13, 14], especially for massive MIMO systems.
As in [14], we obtain B−1
w by ﬁrst computing the Gram
matrix Gw . However, instead of evaluating (3) directly,
we perform the following steps per-iteration and per subcar −1 = (Gw Λw + N0 IU ×U )−1 , requirrier. We compute B
w
3
ing roughly U operations per subcarrier. For each user, we
 −1 to obtain ei B−1 . Let
then apply a rank-1 update to B
w
w|i
 w + Gw Δi )−1 , where Δi is an all-zeros
B−1 = eH (B
w|i

i

matrix except for the ith entry on the diagonal, which is
 (i) 
δi = Es − Var sw . Let gi,w be the ith column of Gw and
 −1 . We apply a rank-1 update as
b̃i,w be the ith column of B
w
H 
H −1
ei B−1
= b̃H
i,w −
w | i = ei (Bw +δi gi,w b̃i,w )

H
δi b̃H
i,w gi,w b̃i,w

1 + δi b̃H
i,w gi,w
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Fig. 2. Frame error-rate (FER) performance comparison for a 3GPP LTE-based system with B × U antennas.

which only requires vector operations. As a result, the per −1 .
iteration complexity is dominated by the initial inverse B
w
5. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed iterative SCFDMA detector, we consider a 3GPP LTE uplink system [1]
with B antennas at the BS and U ≤ B single-antenna users.
All simulations are carried out for the most challenging scenario (from an error-rate performance perspective), i.e., we
consider a 20 MHz bandwidth with 1200 subcarriers and the
highest rate modulation and coding scheme (i.e., MCS 28)
as speciﬁed in [1]. In addition, an LTE circular buffer rate
matcher interleaves the coded bits on a per-user basis, which
improves frequency and time diversity. The system parameters correspond to 64-QAM and a rate ≈ 0.75 3GPP turbo
code. To reﬂect a potential real-world scenario, we use the
WINNER-Phase-2 model [15] to generate the channel matrices and assume a linear antenna array with antenna spacings
of 6 cm. All users are randomly placed within a circular area
of 1 km radius.3
In Fig. 2, we assess the frame error rate (FER) performance of the iterative detection and decoding schemes for
U = 4 and U = 8 users. For each case, we vary the numbers
of BS antennas, i.e., from a conventional (small-scale, symmetric) to realistic massive MIMO conﬁgurations. At the BS,
we perform IDD as described in Section 3 with a log-MAP
LTE turbo decoder performing 8 decoder iterations per IDD
3 At

the time, we are unaware of any massive MIMO channel models. The
chosen parameters resemble that of the measurement campaign in [16].

iteration.4 For a single iteration (i.e., I = 1, which implies
that no feedback from the channel decoder is used), our detector algorithm corresponds to the standard soft-output MMSE
detector. We also show the FER performance of two (I = 2)
and four (I = 4) IDD iterations using our method. In addition,
we show the FER performance of our algorithm in so-called
self-iteration mode (denoted by SI = 2). A self iteration corresponds to the case where we directly feed back the posterior
LLRs from the MIMO detectors to its input. This mode has
the advantage of signiﬁcantly reducing the latency compared
to full iterations over the channel decoder at the cost of worse
FER performance.5 As a reference, we include the single-input
multiple-output (SIMO) bound, which corresponds to be the
(idealistic) case where no inter-user interference is present.
For all considered antenna conﬁgurations, we see that IDD
(often signiﬁcantly) improves the FER performance. The performance in self-iteration mode is better than of soft-output
MMSE detection (I = 1), especially for symmetric systems,
i.e., where B = U , but worse than IDD with I ≥ 2. We also
see that the performance improvement due to IDD depends
on the ratio between BS antennas and users. For (symmetric) small-scale MIMO systems, IDD signiﬁcantly reduces
the FER while the gains with massive MIMO are comparably
smaller (but still substantial). We conclude by noting that IDD
in combination with our detection algorithm enables us to approach the SIMO bound by about 0.3 dB (or less) for massive
MIMO systems where the number of BS antennas exceeds the
number of users by a factor of two.
4 All matrix inversion methods discussed in Section

4 compute the same result;
the methods in Section 4.1, however, require higher complexity.
5 Note that we only perform one self iteration; carrying out more self iterations
shows no FER performance gains (over non-iterative detection).

A. APPENDIX

residual noise plus interference as

 (i) 
(i) 
νi2 = E |x̂t |2 − E |μi xt |2

A.1. Variance of frequency domain soft-symbol

2

(i)
− fw x̃(i) )(fw x(i) − fw x̃(i) )H ]
Var[s̃(i)
w ] = E[(fw x
 (i) (i) H

= fw E[x (x ) ] − x̃(i) (x̃(i) )H fwH = fw Δ(i) fwH ,

where fw corresponds to the wth row of the DFT matrix. The matrix Δ(i) is diagonal where the j th entry
 (i) 2
(i)
on the main diagonal is E[(xj )2 ] − x̃j
. Thus, we
 (i) 2  1 L  (i) 2
L
(i)
1
have Var[sw ] = L k=1 E (xk ) − L k=1 x̃k
with
 (i) 2  
 (i)
 2
E (xk ) = a∈O Pr xk = a |a| .
A.2. Noise-plus-interference (NPI) computation
We ﬁrst write the equalized symbols of the ith user, ŝ(i) =
(i)
(i)
[ŝ1 · · · ŝL ]H , as follows:

−1
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⎠,
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··· H
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⎛
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and H(:,i) = H(1,i) · · · H(B,j) . The matrix H(:,i) is the
horizontal concatenation of the ith block column of (diagonal) submatrices of H, consisting of the FD channel responses between the receive and transmit antenna associ(j,j)
=
ated with the ith user. The L × L diagonal matrix Λi
 (j,j)
(j,j) 
(j,j)
diag λ1 | i · · · λL | i with λj | i is deﬁned in (2). The vector
(j)

(j)

2

= Es ftH (H(i,:) )H (W(i,:) )H ft −Es |μi | = Es μi − Es |μi | .

(i)

The variance of the FD soft-symbol s̃w is

(j)

ŷi = [ŷ1 | i · · · ŷL | i ]T contains the post-equalization symbols for the j th receive antenna for all subcarriers.
In order to obtain an explicit formulation of the effective
channel gain μi as well as the NPI variance νi2 , we can write
the tth symbol estimate of the ith user as follows:
(i)

x̂t = ftH ŝ(i) = ftH W(i,:) y.
th
The row vector ftH corresponds
row
T of the IDFT
 (1,j)to the t(B,j)
H
(:,j)
matrix FL . Let H
= H
...H
be the horizontal concatenation of the j th block column of (diagonal)
submatrices of H, consisting of the frequency-domain channel responses between the receive antennas and the transmit
antenna associated with the j th user. We ﬁrst compute the
effective channel gain as

(i)
(i) 
(i)
μi xt = E ftH W(i,:) y | xt = L−1 tr(W(i,:) H(:,i) )xt .

Since W(i,j) and H(i,j) are diagonal matrices, we can
write μi as a sum of per-subcarrier operations. Let hi,w be the
L
H
ith column of Hw . Then, we get μi = L−1 w=1 ww|i
hi,w .
2
We next compute the post-equalization NPI variance νi of the
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